**ITEMS IN “RED” NOW AVAILABLE**

**NEW KIT BULLETIN**

**APPLICATION**

**MITSUBISHI**
LANCER EVOLUTION 2009-12
LANCER RALLY ART 2011-12

**NON - US**
cX 2010-12
GALANT FORTIS 2008-12
OUTLANDER 2009-12

**DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS**

THERE MAY BE SLIGHT VARIATIONS FROM MODEL TO
MODEL, BUT OVERALL CASE CONFIGURATION IS THE SAME

**REBUILDING KITS**

OVERHAUL: K10900A*
K10900AX+

BANNER: K1000AW/O*
K1000AXW/O+

MASTER: K1000A*
K1000AX+

PISTON KIT: K10900A-99

RING KIT: K10300

FRICTION MODULE: K1000-1F

STEEL MODULE: K1000-1S

* - W/ PISTON & FRONT COVER
+ - W/O PISTON & FRONT COVER

**AVAILABLE COMPONENTS**

FILTER
10575B - MAIN
10575A - EXTERNAL

METAL CLAD SEALS
10516 - AXLE DIFFERENTIAL
10517 - AXLE CONVERTER
10513 - MANUAL SHAFT

PAN GASKETS
10701XA

**BENEFITS**

1 INCLUDES SHIFT FORK PISTONS
2 AVAILABLE WITH OR WITHOUT PISTONS.
3 OEM COMPARABLE MATERIALS
4 CONTAINS METAL CASE GASKETS
5 AVAILABLE WITH OR WITHOUT MOLDED FRONT COVER
6 INCLUDES EXTERNAL FILTER

THE PROBLEM SOLVERS

PRECISION INTERNATIONAL ~ 14 TODD COURT EXT., YAPHANK, NY 11980

800.872.6649 ~ 631.567.2000 ~ sales@transmissionkits.com ~ www.transmissionkits.com
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